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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS 

Questionnaires were delivered to all 756 occupied households within the Parish of Modbury.  

A total of 437 (57.8%) were returned, completed by 745 people, aged 16 and over. 

 

NUMBER IN THE HOUSEHOLD 

 72% of households had either one (28%) or two (44%) residents. 

 23% had three or four residents. 

 4% had five or more residents. 

AGES 

 15% were in the range 0 – 17 years 

 19% were in the range 18 – 44 years 

 34% were in the range 45 – 64 years 

 32% were in the range 65 years and over 

DWELLING TYPES 

 80% of households were owner-occupied 

 16% were rented privately or from a Housing Association 

 3% were shared equity homes 

NUMBER OF MOTOR VEHICLES PER HOUSEHOLD 

 87% of households had either one or two vehicles 

 77% of vehicles were parked off-road or in a garage 

 19% were parked on the road 

SECTION TWO                                                   PARISH FEATURES 

YOUR RATINGS 
 
According to your ratings, the positive features of Modbury Parish can be summarised as having a 

rural village character with distinctive and historic buildings with a good range of shops and 

small businesses, in a good location for access to countryside, places of interest, Plymouth and 

other towns. 

SECTION ONE                          HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONS 

MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD                                                                        

PLAN QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
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YOUR COMMENTS ON THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF MODBURY WHICH MAKE IT A GOOD 

PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK: 

You saw Modbury primarily as friendly and welcoming with a good community spirit. It is of an 

ideal size with character and history. It has good community facilities, shops and businesses, and is 

well located in the South Hams countryside. 

 
A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

 Supportive community and sense of belonging… Excellent community spirit… Everybody 

knows each other either by name or as a familiar face… Nice friendly supportive 

community…  Positive friendly people. 

 Good shops, health clinic and societies and amenities… Good variety of medical service, 

shops and education… Good facilities, doctors, recreation ground, memorial hall, café and 

pubs… Good school and preschool… Good range of facilities - GP surgery, pharmacy, 

Memorial Hall, sports centre. 

 Well situated between Moor and sea, in an area of AONB… A rural setting within easy reach 

of the coast, the Moors and the A38.  

 It is small enough to feel you know who people are… Large enough to have a wide range of 

services and amenities, yet small enough to have village character and sense of 

community.… A small town that still has a village feel. 

 

YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CHANGES YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN MODBURY: 

The main changes you would like to see relate to road traffic and car parking, housing and 

development issues, and local shops and businesses. 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

 More parking needed for shoppers… Some mother and child parking spaces... More 

disabled parking bays… Parking facilities for people working at shops/businesses… Improve 

the parking situation in Brownston Street and Galpin Street… Provide a free parking period, 

or with parking minimal or refundable charge if purchase made in local shops. Proper 

enforcement of existing parking restrictions. 

 Any development to be assimilated into the character and the landscape of the town… 

Future developments to be small and in keeping with our heritage... Small developments 

rather than large to ensure integration into the community and to maintain the spirit of 

Modbury... Small groups of new housing thereby maintaining the unique character of 

Modbury so that new occupants easily integrate into the community… Restriction on 

second homes... No more large housing developments or it will just be a new Ivybridge… 

Employment opportunities and services to be developed alongside residential growth 
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 Town square and a regular market - opportunities for the community to meet socially… A

town square as a focal point... An outdoor public seating area in the centre… More

amenities for children and young people… More clubs and activities for pre-schoolers...

Picnic benches/seats at the recreation ground… Leisure centre with swimming pool and

gym

 Preservation of the town centre and its shops… Bank and external cash point in town

centre... A wider range of everyday shops - e.g. baker, greengrocer, whole food shop… A

few more shops selling everyday necessities for those who cannot get out easily…

Employment and space for new businesses should be of key importance... Affordable office

space for environmentally friendly employment that pays above the minimum wage.

YOUR RATINGS OF SUITABILITY OF SITES FOR BUILDING MORE NEW HOUSES 

 Your most preferred sites for additional development were areas F (north of the Plymouth 
Road, west of the industrial estate) and A to the north of Traine Villas, off Dartmouth Road. 
Your least preferred sites were the SHDC potential preferred site to the west of Long Park, 

and areas D (south of Scalders Lane) and E (in Poundwell - RA2). There was a tendency for 

people to select areas away from their immediate neighbourhoods.

YOUR RATINGS OF HOW WOULD YOU PREFER THE ADDITIONAL DWELLINGS REQUIRED BY SHDC 

TO BE BUILT (Two items rated)

 Of those who expressed a preference 14% (of 528) preferred the additional dwellings

required by SHDC to be built as one large housing estate, and 89% (of 646) preferred the

additional dwellings to be built as a number of smaller developments.

NEW HOUSING PRIORITIES 

 Your top two priorities for types of new dwelling to be built were 1-2 bedroom houses and

sheltered accommodation for older or disabled people; your lowest priority was for houses

with 5 or more bedrooms. Your top priority for type of occupation was for

affordable/shared ownership, closely followed by owner-occupied and social housing.

CURRENT HOUSING NEED 

 73% were not in need of new housing; 9% were currently seeking a starter home, family

home or sheltered home.

SELF BUILD 

 48% of people agreed that some plots should be allocated for self-build schemes.

SECTION THREE   HOUSING AND LAND USE 
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A COMMUNITY LAND TRUST 

 72% of people agreed that Modbury should set up a Community Land Trust to build and 

manage housing forever at lower costs for local people to rent or buy. 

 

ENERGY CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY 

 88% of people gave a high or very high priority to making all new buildings energy efficient. 

 

SUPPORTING LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 

 86% of people felt that the policy to retain premises for employment uses in the town 

should be maintained in order to support employment in Modbury. 

 76% of people agreed that land should be allocated for employment use in the 

Neighbourhood Plan, to encourage local employment opportunities. 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

 The building of 93 dwellings is already far too many and certainly not required for local 

people… The extra housing developments planned for Modbury will inevitably put a strain 

on services like the health centre, the small village school and the road system… The rate of 

development is excessive and is wrecking the reason why people like Modbury. - It will no 

longer be a small character town… We do not want to become another Ivybridge... The 

addition of large amounts of extra housing will only exacerbate the traffic problems… Leave 

Modbury as it is after the Bloor development is finished… Modbury should only grow to 

meet local needs, not to meet top-down housing targets. 

 We have inherited a unique market town and owe it to future generations to protect the 

character and spirit of the place… A Community Land Trust is an excellent idea… No holiday 

homes and people buying to let… Smaller developments will help new occupants integrate 

quicker into the village… We would strongly prefer to have several small developments of 

10-25 dwellings each rather than one large estate. - It would help to keep the character of 

Modbury, aid traffic and noise congestion and help new people living in the community to 

be better integrated… New houses should have high standards of energy conservation. 

 I have very real concerns about inappropriate and overdevelopment of our lovely town… 93 

new houses at the Palm Cross development is sufficient for Modbury... The infrastructure is 

insufficient and there is no scope to expand Modbury... Don't build anymore houses in 

Modbury. - The roads and infrastructure can't take them and there are not enough jobs to 

support newcomers. 93 new houses is enough for Modbury. - Anymore will completely 

alter the character of our lovely village.     

 Building new homes will encourage people to the area, many of whom will require 

employment. Encouraging businesses into the area should be of key importance. There are 

many self-employed people in the town. Small-medium size industrial units would be useful 

for many of them. If we are to have more residential accommodation, we must also provide 

employment.   
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 Modbury needs more affordable housing for local people. - Houses which remain 

affordable throughout their life and can't be sold off to out-of-county owners for holiday 

homes. - This will go some way to encourage youngsters who have grown up in Modbury to 

remain here… Affordable housing is the most pressing need for the future - especially 

rented, but also shared ownership. It is important to have houses that local first-time 

buyers can purchase. The emphasis needs to be on affordable homes for young people - 

with jobs within Modbury.  

 

SECTION FOUR                       TRANSPORT AND ROAD SAFETY 

 

DISTANCE TRAVELLED TO WORK 

 41% of respondents were not in paid employment. Of those in employment 13% worked in 

Modbury town, 16% worked in surrounding villages, 15% worked in Ivybridge or 

Kingsbridge, 18% in Plymouth and 18% further afield. 

 

FREQUENCY OF USE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT  

 48% of respondents use the No. 3 bus occasionally, or up to once per month, while 10% 

use it at least once per week. 

 65% of people use the train stations at Plymouth or Totnes at least occasionally; 29% use 

the train station at Ivybridge at least occasionally. 

 30%said they would make occasional use of a new bus service to Ivybridge and 28% said 

they would use it once per month or more. 32% said they would make occasional use of a 

new bus service to Totnes and 26% said they would use it once per month or more. 

 31% would use a community minibus occasionally and 13% would use it once per month or 

more. 

 

SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

26% of people did not use public transport; 32% were reasonably or completely satisfied with 

current services, while felt that current services were only barely meeting their needs. 

 

INTEREST IN A COMMUNITY CAR SCHEME, WITH A POOL OF VEHICLES AVAILABLE FOR HIRE 

Only 10% of people said they would be likely to make use of a community car scheme 

 

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY 

Key areas identified for improved pedestrian safety were the top of Church Street by Palm Cross 

Green, Broad Street/by the Co-op, Barracks Road, Dark Lane and the road to the recreation 

ground. 
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SUPPORT FOR NEW ROAD SAFETY MEASURES 

The main new road safety measures given your support were: 20mph speed limits (19%), new 

footpaths/pavements (18%), electronic speed awareness signs (16%) and more pedestrian crossing 

points (13%). 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY: Safe access to the recreation ground is a priority... Definite need for a 

footpath to the primary school from Dark Lane/Barracks Road - this is a dangerous area for 

children being walked to school... Top of Church Street urgently needs a pavement. - There will be 

mums pushing prams and pushchairs from the new developments who have to use that side of the 

road, due to steps the other side... Barracks Road has two sections that need pavement - Next to 

the Barracks wall (leading to the recreation ground) and past the school… Footpaths required on 

Dark Lane and Barracks Road, especially outside the school… Cars driving on pavement in 

Poundwell Street are dangerous to pedestrians and residents coming out of their front doors... 

Future new pedestrian crossings to include dropped pavements to make it easier for older people, 

disabled, parents with buggies… Push button pedestrian crossing with traffic lights needed at 

crossing points between Palm Cross Green and current footpath into Benedict Way… There is a 

need for a zebra crossing in Broad Street between Brownston Street and the Co-op - School 

children getting to buses are particularly at risk.  

PUBLIC TRANSPORT: A bus service to Ivybridge could be very useful for access to the leisure 

centre, Watermark and Ivybridge Community College… Public transport to Ivybridge would be 

useful as Ivybridge is the feeder school for Modbury Primary… The children of Modbury Primary 

have strong links to Ivybridge but no public transport to get there… Public transport to Ivybridge 

would be good for after school clubs etc… Please bring back the number 3 bus service on 

Sundays… Bus stop pull in and sign needed at top of hill - Palm Cross Green… Better public 

transport needed to train stations and Derriford Hospital. 

DISABILITY ISSUES: Although the footpaths/pavements in the town itself are indicative of the 

character of Modbury, they are not easy for the elderly/mobility impaired or disabled users with 

mobility scooters. - Wider pavements with even surfaces and easier ramps/dropped kerbs are 

required… A disabled parking space should be made opposite the public toilets, with 30 minutes 

restriction, to allow disabled access. A small covered parking area for mobility scooters would be 

welcome for disabled users visiting shops on foot. 

 

 
EASE OF CAR PARKING FOR RESIDENTS WITHOUT OFF-ROAD PARKING 

66% never or rarely had difficulty; 24% had difficulty more often than once per week. 

 

 

SECTION FIVE                   ROAD TRAFFIC AND CAR PARKING 
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TRAFFIC-RELATED ISSUES OF CONCERN 

The main areas of concern (those quite concerned or very concerned) were: congestion (67%), 

vehicle size (67%), pedestrian safety (62%) and traffic speed (61%). 

 

REDUCTION OF TRAFFIC PROBLEMS THROUGH THE TOWN CENTRE 

71% of respondents suggested a reduction in HGVs and 49% suggested a lower speed limit. 

 

OPINION ON A TOWN CENTRE RELIEF ROAD (A379) 

49% of respondents were in favour of a relief road; 32% were against, and 19% had no firm 

opinion. 

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR CYCLISTS 

25% respondents gave high or very high priority to additional cycle paths and 22% to additional 

cycle rack/parking. 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT: Large lorries should be kept off the roads around Modbury… Definite 

need for traffic calming on Barracks Road/Dark Lane… Re-routing of HGV's would be an 

improvement, if feasible… One way systems speed traffic up potentially, so not a good idea… 

Removing the parking along Church Street to allow free flow of traffic should be considered… 

Electronic speed awareness signs along Barracks Road - Lots of people speed along this road and 

it's right next to the primary school… Keeping heavy vehicles away except for access would be the 

biggest assistance to safety and wellbeing... Brownston Street urgently needs a one-way system 

(going up, to avoid vehicles speeding down)… Brownston Street works well as two-way - calms 

traffic at cost of occasional short delays… Driveways at Fancy Cross and along Plymouth Road have 

poor visibility for homeowners and main road traffic. 

CAR PARKING: Do not remove parking from Church Street as it slows the traffic down... A one way 

system in Brownston Street could result in more adequate parking... If additional parking in town is 

not provided the extra population that is anticipated will shop elsewhere... Surely the parking 

problems in Modbury need to be addressed first before new buildings are erected... Better signage 

to the car parks... Traffic/parking by the Co-op is very dangerous and needs attention… Parking 

outside the Co-op is becoming a major problem. - People often park across the pavement 

blocking/restricting access for people on Galpin Street… Residents parking should be put in place 

for Brownston Street and Galpin Street. SHDC car parks should be free to permit holders on 

Sundays... Mother/baby/child parking spaces please...More free parking and cheaper hourly rate.  

 
RELIEF ROAD: A town centre relief road would kill the shops and hence community life… Building a 
relief road would lead to increased housing targets and infill demands from DCC/SHDC… We need 
a bypass to reduce traffic volumes and speeds through the town... We need through traffic to 
keep the town alive... A bypass would just damage the countryside and create urban sprawl... A 
relief road would be disastrous for Modbury because a large area would be opened up for housing 
expansion... If a bypass was built travellers would bypass the town and not see the shops or 
buildings/pubs... A bypass is crucial with any development of the town. - Modbury has an 
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overwhelming amount of traffic/heavy goods vehicles going through - unsustainable, unsafe, 
pollution problems... Preference for traffic calming/reduction measures than building a relief road. 
 

CYCLING: Make Modbury a cycling destination and cycle friendly town... Could there be 
collaboration with other parish councils/neighbourhood plan groups to devise a cycle route 
between Modbury and Ivybridge?... The terrain is too steep seriously to encourage more use of 
bikes, and Modbury is too remote to benefit from cycling to work initiatives… The present road 
system is too narrow for cycle paths. 
 

STREET FURNITURE: More street lighting… Better lighting along Dark Lane… Need better lighting 

on Barracks Road by the school… No more street lighting - need to reduce light pollution. 

 

 

IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTING MODBURY’S LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

Respondents were strongly in favour of protecting and maintaining all aspects of the landscape 

character, 85% or more characteristics (rolling landscape, woodland, Dartmoor views, streams, 

wildflower verges etc) being rated as quite important or very important. 

 

OPINION ON EMPLOYING INDEPENDENT EXPERTS 

71% of respondents agreed that In order to ensure the maintenance of Modbury’s distinctive 

character and landscape the help of independent experts should be sought to evaluate proposed 

future developments. 

INTEREST IN RENTING AN ALLOTMENT 

21% of respondents were interested in renting an allotment. 

PREFERENCE FOR EQUIPPED PLAY AREAS 

70% gave their preference for a larger site for a natural countryside or woodland play area, 63% 

for a larger site for under 12s at the QEII recreation ground and 55% for more small play spaces 

around Modbury. 

 

LOCAL GREEN SPACES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST DEVELOPMENT 

There was generally strong support given for the protection of green spaces, particularly the 

Millennium Meadow (87%), Swanbridge meadow & stream (78%), Cotlass/Runaway Lane 

meadows (77%) and the Steep fields by Aylestone Brook (65%). 

 

OPINION ON A COMMUNITY WOOD 

73% were in favour of a community wood to provide a natural play area for children, coppice 

timber for a wood fuel hub, a habitat for local wildlife etc. 

 

ACCESSIBLE ORCHARDS 

44% of respondents agreed that more publicly accessible orchards should be planted.  

SECTION SIX                ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 
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RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS 

The priority given to community-owned renewable energy projects was as follows: Woodland for 

coppicing (43%), Solar panels (37%), Biomass boiler (35%), and Wind turbine (30%). 

 

MAINTAINING THE CHARACTER OF MODBURY AS A CONSERVATION AREA 

92% agreed that new developments should reflect the character of Modbury. 

 

PROTECTION OF HISTORIC RURAL SITES 

86% of respondents gave high or highest priority to protecting against development any 

historic rural sites which lie outside the protection of the conservation area and AONB. 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

GREEN SPACES: It is important to have green spaces to allow nature to live in the town and for 

people to have somewhere to walk without worry, and where children can play safely… As much 

natural and green space as possible... The school field is a safe area and should be used as a 

communal play area as it used to be... All green spaces and areas of outstanding beauty should be 

saved from development for future generations to enjoy... Further development will impact on 

wildlife. - We must make and retain places for nature... More play areas, woodland areas and 

community orchards. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY: Renewable energy should be very high priority. All new housing should be 

built as green as possible… Because Modbury and the surrounding area lies in an AONB this district 

does not want wind turbines or fields marred by solar panels… Prefer woodland for coppicing for 

domestic wood fuel and biomass boiler using wood off cuts or hedge/plant clippings... Ideally, any 

new houses should use the new tiles that act as solar panels... Wind and solar energy projects 

would depend very much on location, keeping visual and noise impacts to a minimum... Solar 

panels on industrial buildings, not houses. 

DISTINCTIVE ARCHITECTURE AND HERITAGE: Architecture should be distinctive but not necessarily 

facsimiles of what is already here. Some contemporary architecture could work too… Conservation 

of Modbury's distinctive architecture is important although it should be supported with a 

conservation fund and local committee... Modern quality architecture which reflects modern 

design trends would be good - showing Modbury as a forward looking and thinking community... 

Any area that falls into the history of Modbury should be conserved. - The conservation area is 

very important and should always carry this status to protect it. - A small Modbury museum 

(history) would attract many visitors. 

 

ACCESS TO THE COUNTRYSIDE: Narrow lanes and high hedge banks, and small fields with 

hedgerows, provide habitat for wildlife. - These features are integral to the unique character of the 

area, and what tourists come to enjoy… We live within easy access to the wider countryside… We 

should try to keep our beautiful scenery as it is and not spoil it. 
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PLACE OF MAIN WEEKLY FOOD SHOPPING  

49% of respondents shopped at an out-of-town supermarket, while 29% did their main weekly 

food shopping in Modbury. 

 

SMALLER WEEKLY TOP-UP FOOD SHOPPING 

74% shopped in Modbury and 10% in out-of-town supermarkets. 

NON-FOOD SHOPS 

The post office (88%), pharmacy (83%), hardware (69%), and charity shops (63%) were the most 

used non-food shops. 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

CAR PARKING: Short stay free parking… Allow more time on the parking outside shops on Church 

Street… Cheaper parking... Enforcement of the limited waiting in Church Street... Free parking up 

to one hour…  Free parking for first 30 minutes or for residents only… Better access to parking, 

ideally short term free, or consider residents parking permit... Improvements to car parking - 

signage and free parking for the first hour... Easier parking may encourage people to stop and 

shop... Free ½ hour parking in the first Poundwell Street car park... Free car parking on Sundays, as 

the pubs and walkers lose out on this... Parking voucher scheme redeemable in local shops... I 

often I leave Modbury before I have completed my shopping due to parking running out.  

 

SHOPS: An independent bakery and fishmonger... Clothes shops, shoe shops, bakery… A baker, 

health food shop, organic supplier - fruit/veg… More cooperation between shop keepers so they 

are not all selling the same things… Clothes shop, florist… Increased selection/more choice... A 

wider variety of shops... Keep our bank and pharmacy... Organic and locally produced foods... 

Unfortunately, price does affect our decision to shop at cheaper out of town supermarkets... Have 

a regular weekly open market... The wheel barrow market is great. - A covered area to allow this to 

continue through the winter would be an asset... One late-night shopping. 

 

PRICES: With food shopping it comes down to price and having a wide choice of items available… 

Lower prices… Help reduce prices by reducing business rates and other high expenses that small 

businesses have to pay… Slightly lower prices for food shops… Competitive prices... More 

competitive prices, by means government reduction of business rates... Special offers... 

  

ACCESSIBILITY: Most shops difficult to access with pushchairs or wheelchairs... I use a mobility 

scooter and cannot walk. - Shop proprietors are helpful but, unfortunately, most shops are 

inaccessible to me… The hill is a barrier for a lot of people… A carry to the car service for older 

shoppers… Would shop locally for more food shopping if disabled parking was nearer. - Can't walk 

far with bags and stick... Free parking, especially for disabled, and more benches. 

 

SECTION SEVEN                                                                SHOPPING 
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TRAVEL ISSUES: Traffic free centre - pedestrianised... Less traffic congestion in town… Less through 

traffic… Traffic calming - 20mph speed limit - so locals can shop peacefully and safely. 

 

LOCAL DELIVERY SERVICES: Local delivery services would serve to minimise car use and parking 

problems and assist those with mobility problems… A home delivery service for elderly residents… 

The butcher and Pickles deliver - very helpful. 

 

 

EASE OF ACCESSING SERVICES 

The services rated easiest to access were the chemist (97%), GP (93%), optician (84%) and 

emergency services (84%). 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES  

High or highest priority was given to youth facilities (70%), transport for people with mobility 

difficulties (70%), facilities for older people (58%) and play parks (57%). 

 

OPINION ON DEVELOPING A TOWN SQUARE BEHIND THE WHITE HART 

55% of respondents agreed that this space should be developed as a focus for the community. Of 

the 27% who disagreed many were concerned by the inevitable loss of parking spaces.  

 

OPINION ON A WORK HUB WHERE PEOPLE CAN RENT SPACE OR EQUIPMENT 

45% of respondents felt that a work hub would be useful. 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

TOWN SQUARE: A town square would be great but additional parking would need to be made 

available to compensate for parking lost at this site… Modbury needs a town square but the space 

behind The White Hart is good parking for easy access to shops…  A town square is a good idea but 

losing parking space could have a negative impact on business in town. - The car park can still be 

used for community events by closing for short periods... If a town square means we lose the short 

stay car park, it would be very detrimental for wheelchair users... A town square would remove yet 

more parking space... A town square is a very good idea but will need careful design and 

implementation... Adequate parking and access is required for a town square to work... It would be 

good to have a central shared community space, but not at the expense of car parking which is a 

scarce resource.  

 

WORK HUB: A work hub would be a wonderful idea. - There are many one-man businesses that it 

would serve and it would encourage people to meet, cooperate and share ideas/customers etc… 

Could be made available in a well-equipped community centre… Most people have photocopiers 

on their printers and have computers - but I do think there is a need for affordable workshops and 

SECTION EIGHT                                      COMMUNITY SERVICES 
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work spaces... Most people have the equipment and can start up from home... Renting space 

would be good, but not equipment. 

HEALTH SERVICES: Current medical and social services are struggling to cope with demand… We 

need to consider whether the doctors’ surgery is going to be able to cope with such a large 

number of newcomers to the town… An NHS dentist is needed.  

MODBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL: The school will need to expand if proposed housing gets the go 

ahead… The school will not be able to cope with the additional housing plans. - It will need 

considerable support with developing and sustaining it's buildings in order to be able to increase 

the number of children it will need to enrol...  

OLDER AGE AND DISABILITY: Looking after our elderly as well as those whose mobility isn't good 

should also be addressed… There is a need for an old people's home for Modbury residents…  

YOUTH FACILITIES: Services are needed to support our young people, such as youth groups, 

mental health support and healthy living.  

 

 

FREQUENCY OF USE OF SPORTS AND RECREATION FACILITIES WITHIN MODBURY 

Facilities used once per week or more were: Memorial Hall (78 people) QEII Pavilion (63 people) 

Grass pitches (43 people) Tennis Courts (39 people) multi-use games area (34 people) and indoor 

bowling mats (7 people). The majority of respondents made no more than occasional use of these 

facilities. 

RATINGS OF FACILITIES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN MODBURY 

The two most highly rated facilities were the QE11 pavilion and the tennis courts, rated above 

average or excellent by 82% and 76% of respondents respectively. The memorial hall, rated above 

average or excellent by 42% of respondents, was undergoing improvement work when 

questionnaires were being completed. 

 

FREQUENCY OF USE OF SPORTS AND RECREATION FACILITIES OUTSIDE MODBURY 

The most frequently used facilities outside Modbury (once per week or more) were Swimming 

Pool (130 people), Gymnasium (80 people), Sports Hall (38 people) and Off-Road Cycle Track (32 

people). 

OPINION ON CURRENT OUTDOOR FACILITIES MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE INCREASED 

POPULATION IN 2034. 

29% of respondents thought it unlikely that current facilities would meet the needs of the 

increased population, and 18% thought it likely that they would, but more than half (53%) were 

undecided. 

 

SECTION NINE                                     RECREATION AND SPORT 
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ADDITIONAL FACILITIES LIKELY TO BE NEEDED BY 2034 

The facilities considered quite likely or very likely to be needed by 2034 were Swimming pool (49% 

respondents), sports hall (41%), cricket pitch (41%) and gym (40%). 

 

A SELECTION OF YOUR COMMENTS 

FACILITIES FOR THE YOUNG AND OLD: It is important to maintain sporting facilities and youth 

clubs for young people… Play areas for younger children are needed… Although we have a good 

sports field and the QE2 recreation ground, it is disappointing that the junior football team have to 

pay to play and practice at South Brent... Facilities for "active oldies" also needed. 

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES NEEDED: The average age of the Modbury population is likely to be 

significantly younger on completion of current housing development so more sports facilities will 

be needed… The field adjacent to the recreation ground is ideal for expansion, giving a second 

football/rugby/hockey pitch and room for a cricket square... All sports and recreation facilities will 

need to be increased or improved to cater for the additional people that will be living in Modbury 

by 2034. 

QE11 RECREATION GROUND: The recreation ground and sports pavilion is a good and improving 

facility but could be further developed… Drainage of the football pitch needs attention. 

FITNESS GYM: A lot of people have to go out of Modbury to use basic gym facilities. It would be 

very useful to have a small gym with a treadmill, rowing machine and exercise bike available in 

Modbury.  

SKATEBOARD AND BMX PARK: Modbury needs a proper, well designed skate park. - Skating will be 

an Olympic sport in 2020… An improved skateboard/BMX/scooter area would be an amazing 

facility for Modbury. 

SWIMMING POOL: It would benefit the community if the school pool could be used at weekends 

and during school holiday periods… An indoor swimming pool would especially benefit school 

children and older people. 

 

GENERAL: Recreation/play/social facilities need to be close to town and easy walking distance for 

the young and elderly… It would be convenient and nice to have swimming pools and gymnasiums 

etc. on the doorstep but Ivybridge already has these things so do we really need them? Would 

rather keep our outside beautiful spaces... 

 
******* 




